Industrial potential and channels of distributive control a strong body of intermediate economic units could be created — that would lessen competitive market losses by strengthening the weak individual and subordinating price exchange to other more responsible ends, and on the other hand would reduce the socialist logic in industrialism by capturing industrial gains without the price of government controls. It is suggested too that the case for these intermediate bodies is not temporary for their need ethos is chronic to modern society — and so they must not be preliminary steps or initial stopgaps for as such they would become tools for intensification of the dilemma of monopolistic competition or social controls.

GROWTH AND DISTRIBUTION OF THE NATIONAL WEALTH

Many solutions have already been proposed to remedy the difficult situation created by the existence at the same time of extreme misery and extreme wealth in the contemporary world. These solutions such as: general development of the production and of the productivity, re-distribution of national revenues by fiscal policy and social security, increase of purchasing power, help to countries underdeveloped in agricultural and industrial equipment, etc., elaborated by various economic theories will be studied, discussed by specialists, theologians, economists, geographers, engineers, trade-unionists during the 39th session of the Semaines Sociales de France. This year, the session will be held at Dijon, July 22nd to 27th.